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Monday, October 5 at 1:40 Eastern
Community Outreach Creatively Reaching Out: Go And Tell The People Miss PattyCake (Jean Thomason)

"As the Father has sent me, I am sending you." How can you get out of 
the box of your building? Go to your community and meet a need. Create 
family fun days. Host special events and attract those in your city. Have 
a concert/movie/picnic. Reach into homes via media. Partner with other 
churches for greater impact. Become a brighter light in your area. Make 
and execute a plan for outreach so you can share God's big love with big 
and little lives.

Creative Teaching A Creative Process You Can Use Justyn Smith

Have you ever wondered what goes into effective, creative teaching 
sessions? Take a journey inside Justyn's successful playbook as he 
shares how anyone can create a system and environment of creativity in 
their ministry.

Curriculum Blueprint Creating Your Own Curriculum Corinne Noble 

Have you always wanted to give writing your own curriculum a try? Are 
you tired of using up your entire budget on expensive curriculum that you 
have to heavily edit every week? Find out how to go from a blank page of 
paper to a full curriculum series.

Early Childhood Ministry The Joy Of Teaching Preschoolers B.A. Snider

There is nothing quite like seeing the joy in a preschooler's face as they 
experience something for the first time. The joy of seeing them learn 
about Jesus and laying a foundation for their growth in a relationship with 
the Creator of the universe is, in a word, AWESOME! Join me for some 
tips on teaching your young ones in this crazy, yet joyous, season of life.

Family Ministry Transforming Families Through Faith At Home Katrina Dorroh

Families want to pass their love for Jesus onto their kids, but often feel 
inadequate. Find out some key ways you can come alongside families to 
help parents/children grow in their relationship with God, create 
meaningful memories, and join in on the mission God has for them.

Generational Discipleship The Grand Awakening Larry Fowler

God has begun a powerful movement of intentional grandparenting that 
will continue to gain momentum for years to come. Join the movement 
and awaken Christian grandparents in your church to be instruments of 
grace and truth, and influence the youngest generations. This session is 
both for children's pastors who want to be more effective equippers and 
motivators of grandparents and for grandparents themselves who want 
to leave a legacy in their families.

Hot Topics Ministering To Children With Anxiety Abby Koontz
Anxiety in children is on the rise and their world can seem overwhelming. 
We will look at some practical Bible-based ways to talk to, encourage, 
and challenge children dealing with anxiety.

Kidmin In The Small Church In The Thick Of It Lyndee Barton

If you're in kidmin, you're no stranger to the phrase "eating, breathing, 
and sleeping ministry." Sometimes we get caught up in the motions of 
our day-to-day To-Do list of ministry (especially in a smaller church) that 
we forget to make sure our massive list points us towards the direction 
God wants us to go. If it doesn't, we've wasted a lot of time and energy. 
How can we make sure our list doesn't send us down a rabbit trail? Let's 
brainstorm some answers together.

Kidmin Rookies KidMin Admin 101 Brittany Nelson

Administration provides the solid framework in which your ministry 
functions, and without it, things crumble. Whether administration is your 
spiritual gift or your worst nightmare, we'll talk about tools and ideas to 
help you rock the administrative aspect of your role as a ministry leader.

Leadership In Ministry Shepherding Your Volunteers Brian Dollar Going beyond recruiting and training, this session gives practical tips for 
how leaders can spiritually feed and facilitate growth in their volunteers.

Longevity In Ministry Getting That Second Wind! Jack Henry
In this session, Jack will share a first-hand testimony of when he almost 
dropped off the scene and how he overcame the obstacles to now 
continue strong as ever! You, too, can receive that second wind!
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Multisite Ministry Collaboration Donnie Thaden

Multisite kidmin creates awesome opportunities for kingdom growth while 
also posing many challenges. Learn how to have victory as a team when 
you work together to glorify Christ. The key is collaboration—many parts 
working together (1 Corinthians 12). Discover the essentials that bring 
unity, momentum, and success to your team. We are better together.

Preteen Ministry 4 Reasons Why A Ministry To Preteens Is Essential For Your 
Church Patrick Snow and Sean Sweet

It’s a critical but short time that you don’t want to miss when kids can 
begin to really own their own faith. It’s a little weird and messy, but there 
are developmental reasons driving your preteen’s actions.

Safety In Ministry Take 5 For Safety Melodie Bissell

Melodie introduces the five steps to implementing a safe environment 
and the standards every church should embrace. Whether you are a 
seasoned leader or just starting out, these five steps and standards 
established by North American experts in child safety will challenge all 
participants to not take short cuts but to build a strong, safe operation.

Special Needs Ministry Respite! A Great Way To Start Or Expand Your Special Needs 
Ministry And Equip Your Volunteers Marie Kuck

Looking for a practical and fun way to start or expand your special needs 
ministry, build, and equip your team and really help special needs 
families? A respite/parents' day out program might be the answer! Come 
find out!

Spiritual Formation Keeping Kids Engaged In Their Faith Amber Pike

How can we, as kidmin leaders, do our part to keep kids engaged in the 
church and in their faith? Statistics (and empty pews) show us that young 
people are leaving the church at alarming rates. Prominent musicians 
and faith leaders are denouncing their faith. In a world that continues to 
move further and further away from God, we need to lead and equip our 
children, giving them the tools they need to be lifelong followers of Christ.

Technology In Ministry Reaching Kids In A Digital Age Esther Moreno

Do you feel like you’re losing the war to capture the hearts and minds of 
the digital-natives in your kidmin? In this workshop, learn how to 
effectively leverage digital technology in the Covid-19 era to reach the 
children in your children’s church and weekly programming.

The Heart Of The Nation The Little Things That Make A Big Difference Ryan Frank
Sometimes we don't think the little things matter much, but they do! Ryan 
will share 10 little things that can make a big difference in the kidmin 
community and in your own life and ministry.

Volunteers Volunteer On-Boarding: A Step By Step Guide Corey Jones

What if you could seamlessly move someone through the process of 
joining your team? What if you brought someone in so smoothly that they 
were set up from the beginning to be retained for years to come? Learn 
how to develop a strategy to onboard your volunteers.

Worship Developing Kids Into Today's Worship Leaders David Ray

Learn a simple, tested method for placing kids into worship leading roles, 
developing habits and skills that will last for the rest of their lives. When 
we provide a place to learn, a place to lead, and a place to love, kids 
don’t have to wait to be tomorrow’s leaders. They can be today's leaders!
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Tuesday, October 6 at 1:40 Eastern
Community Outreach Creating Events That Reach Families David Laflin

Families in your community need Jesus and crave a sense of 
community. Your church wants to reach families and be a place they can 
find community. So, how do we effectively reach families with the hope of 
Jesus and get them plugged in?

Creative Teaching How Kids Learn Sharon Stratmoen

What makes a lesson great? Is it the teacher? The topic? The supplies? 
Or might it be the kids themselves? When you discover how kids learn 
best, every lesson becomes impactful and memorable. Explore Jesus’ 
teaching to develop a more effective approach to teaching kids. You’ll 
discover how to help kids not just hear, but truly understand, God’s 
Word. Plus, unlock secrets of the brain that lead to long-term memory.

Curriculum Blueprint Getting Creative With Your Curriculum Byron Ragains
Curriculum is a road map designed to help you get from one place to 
another. Let's unpack a few "golden oldies", and a few new ideas that 
have can bring new life to your teaching preparation and delivery.

Early Childhood Ministry Managing Media For Families With Young Children Miss PattyCake (Jean Thomason)

We live in a media-saturated culture. What should parents know? How 
can we be intentional in choosing content? How can children’s 
ministries/teachers stay connected to parents? Become aware of trends, 
pitfalls, and faith-based offerings.

Family Ministry Basics Of Engaging Parents In Their Journey Towards 
Successful Spiritual Parenting Lori Bethran

Whether you're holding your weekly service in person or digitally, there 
are some basics you can do to help parents engage in the spiritual 
development of their kids.

Generational Discipleship Passing Faith Stories To Grandkids Tina Houser

Your eyes will be opened to a host of ways to transition into telling the 
younger generations (especially your grandkids) about your walk with 
Jesus. Kids love stories, and they desperately need to hear the faith 
stories of those who have gone before. Step into a story through a piece 
of clothing, a photograph, a piece of furniture, a special Bible, jewelry, a 
snack... Each one can help you share a little piece of your story.

Hot Topics Biblical Answers To The Social Issues Of Life And Equality Bryan Osborne

God’s Word has been under siege for multiple generations. As a result, 
the Christian worldview has collapsed as many today have embraced 
secular views on everything from origins to morality. When our culture 
asks questions dealing with human life, racism, abortion, etc., it must be 
remembered they’re not innocent, unintentional questions. They stem 
from a rejection of biblical authority. This session provides biblical 
answers for some of today’s toughest questions.

Kidmin In The Small Church Tips, Tricks, And Technology Hacks: On A Shoestring Budget Andrew Brooks

If you had an extra $635.88 to spend on your ministry would you invest in 
software or would you rather find a free option and spend your money 
elsewhere? You’ll walk away from this workshop with the free tools you’ll 
need in kidmin to get the job done!

Leadership In Ministry Viction: Where Vision And Action Collide! Sherry Chester

Are you stale, stagnant, or stuck? Can you relate to being exhausted, 
exasperated, or explosive? Do you need a new concept, a change, or a 
challenge? If so, get ready to be energized, enlightened, and equipped. 
Sherry offers strategic solutions to help you regain and maintain 
satisfaction and significance. She restores and refreshes the spirit, soul, 
and body. Celebrate your vibrant courage and victorious confidence to 
make valuable contributions.

Longevity In Ministry 7 Things Old Jim Wishes Young Jim Knew Jim Wideman

A wise old man once said, “Experience is the best teacher, but it doesn’t 
have to be your experiences that you learn from.” Every person I know 
who is successful has learned from a lifetime of mistakes—theirs as well 
as the mistakes of others. Having done children’s ministry in my 20s, 
30s, 40s, 50s, and halfway through my 60s, I’ve had a lot of time to 
correct and learn valuable ministry and life lessons. Get Jim's top 7.
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Multisite Ministry Growing Your Children's Ministry In A Multisite Model Jessica Bealer 

We'll discuss practical solutions to problems that plague churches in a 
multisite model of ministry. Avoiding complexity and pursuing clarity is 
imperative if we want to have an impact. From programming and setting 
standards to creating systems and recruiting volunteers, we'll identify 
simple solutions you can implement this weekend.

Preteen Ministry Essential Engagement: Preteen Leadership And Discipleship Sean Sweet and Chip Henderson
The secret sauce is combining teaching and responsibility which gives 
the best opportunity for spiritual growth and helping preteens learn to 
own their own faith during this critical but short window of time.

Safety In Ministry Predator Proofing Your Ministry Angela Lewton

Predators are everywhere, and most often target organizations focused 
on children and youth. This Deep Dive will focus on modern prevention 
methods and protection measures. Topics include abuse prevention 
models, top protective measures, reporting & response, abuse disclosure 
(what to do?), and ongoing support guidelines for children and families.

Special Needs Ministry Behavior Management Strategies In And Beyond The 
Pandemic Victoria White

Kids communicate through behaviors, which means you need strategies 
now more than ever! We'll highlight ways to support parents, help kids 
succeed in the kidmin setting, and have great resources to turn to as a 
leader or volunteer.

Spiritual Formation Using A Heart-Based Approach To Address Emotional 
Challenges In Children Scott Turansky

Every child needs a plan to address three major negative emotions: 
anger, sadness, and anxiety. A heart-based approach is the most 
effective way for addressing these challenges because emotions reside 
in the heart. Emotions help us process life, but they can also get in the 
way if not handled well. In this session, specific emotions are described, 
problems in processing are identified, and practical solutions are 
presented.

Technology In Ministry Zoomed Out David Richards
Online kids' church, family gatherings, and other ways of connecting with 
our kids were once fun. But how do we continue to keep them engaged 
through online ministry if they are getting burned out or bored?

The Heart Of The Nation Leveraging Emerging Ministry Models Martijn van Tilborgh

2020 has forced us to think differently about ministry and how to reach 
the communities to which we are called. We either ignore, adapt to, or 
leverage this moment in time to become more effective in who we are 
destined to be.

Volunteers Ministry Multiplication: How To Make MORE Of Yourself 
Through Volunteers Josh Denhart

Moses was forced into it. Elisha institutionalized it. Paul modeled it. The 
early Church leveraged it. Jesus personified it. Leaders in ministry are 
called to ministry multiplication.

Worship Hiding God's Word In Kids' Hearts Jeff McCullough
Experience and participate in exciting, engaging ways to bring scripture 
to life. Use music, motions, science, and testimonies to make scripture 
leap off the page and become unforgettable.
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Wednesday, October 7 at 1:40 Eastern
Community Outreach Radical Community Outreach Josh Denhart

Good works to our community, leads to good will within our community, 
which leads to an opportunity to share the Good News with our 
community. Explore new and diverse outreach strategies.

Creative Teaching Roadmaps To RE... Your Lessons Shane Cooke 

Are you on the highway or byway when it comes to helping your kids 
remember your lessons? Learn how to creatively create roadmaps 
through handouts, doodling, mind-mapping, PowerPoint presentations, 
and more. Roadmaps help your children REmember, REcall, REfresh 
and interact with your message. There will be notes to download for 
those who attend this session.

Curriculum Blueprint Curriculum That Builds Spiritual Resilience For Today’s Kids Kristin Thompson and Kirsten Hitchcock

A curriculum that will engage the kids of today needs certain ingredients 
and approaches. Hear research and findings that influence the ways that 
curriculum can best accomplish child discipleship and be introduced to 
brite* curriculum.

Early Childhood Ministry Be More Intentional With Your Preschool Ministry Brittany Robertson

As preschoolers enter your environment for the first time, you have the 
great opportunity to let them know that they matter at your church. The 
way you set up your ministry, communicate, and connect with 
preschoolers shows the value of children from day one. We all want to 
invest in the next generation and give them the best possible future, so 
let’s start by being more intentional with preschoolers.

Family Ministry Why And How A Heart-Based Parenting Approach Works Scott Turansky

The Bible talks a lot about the heart, but parents often wonder what that 
has to do with parenting. Specific strategies and techniques accompany 
a heart-based approach to parenting that are distinctly different than a 
reward/punishment model. You’ll learn how to equip parents with a 
practical way of thinking about the heart, change, and child development.

Generational Discipleship Discipling Children: 8 Spiritual Practices Every Family Can Do Josh Mulvihill

These 8 practices are a synthesis of Josh’s Ph.D. research regarding the 
best practices to help children grow in spiritual maturity. You will walk 
away with practical tools and specific ways that you can equip parents 
and grandparents to invest in the spiritual growth of children.

Hot Topics RESET: Taking The Sabbath Approach Latasha Davis

In today's world with so much emphasis on having a successful job 
and/or ministry, we can easily lose track of what's important: things like 
rest, family time, and self-care. We can sometimes feel exhausted and 
depleted all while trying to be supermmen or superwomen. In this 
session, you'll learn practical and creative ways to take the Sabbath 
approach. Remember, it's never too late to RESET! 

Kidmin In The Small Church Living Well Is Reproducing Well Terry and Karen Bishir

Acts 20:18-38. Paul finishes five years of teaching and training in the 
churches of Macedonia. He meets one last time with the pastors and 
disciples he won to Christ to share biblical patterns that will help young 
converts live life well.

Kidmin Rookies A Recipe For Successful Teaching Kathy Maietta

So you've joined the kidmin team! Now what? This workshop will provide 
you with the necessary tools to prepare a lesson for children that doesn't 
just inform them but will have the potential to transform them! This recipe 
works for all age groups!

Kidmin Rookies Kidmin Rookies Mike Clear

If you want to drive your kids' ministry forward, you need to make sure 
you're utilizing the right gauges. You may need to disrupt the status quo 
to measure what really matters. We'll help you: determine your first 
steps, create a long-term ministry development plan, and make sure 
everyone (volunteers and parents) is heading in the same direction.
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Leadership In Ministry Talk, Talk, Talk... WHAT? Colleen Derr

How can intentional communication—renewing communication—help 
you lead more effectively? How can it help the children and adults you're 
leading experience transformation? And how can it help you be 
transformed in the process, too? God has given you a voice; a voice for 
this moment and to these people. Seize the opportunity to lead through 
what you say and how you say it!

Longevity In Ministry Kissing Burnout Goodbye Karl Bastian

There is a reason most ministry leaders don't remain in ministry longer 
than 3-5 years. Burnout is an over-simplified excuse. Karl will share the 
secrets he's learned for remaining healthy and steady in ministry for 
decades. Some of the insights may surprise you. If you're starting out, or 
secretly losing your joy in ministry, this is a must attend session.

Multisite Ministry Raising A Dynamic Multisite Ministry Team Tivo McCrary

As multisite ministry becomes more popular, we must ensure that we are 
raising teams and leaders that can help fulfill the vision for our overall 
ministry. At the same time, we must learn to successfully manage the 
tension that often comes along with the various moving pieces of being a 
multisite ministry.

Preteen Ministry Essential Engagement: Preteen’s Socialization After Shelter In 
Place Paula Mazza and Rob Watson

Preteens are social and they love to gather, but 2020’s restrictions were 
restrictive. Learn how both in-person and online events can easily 
become catalytic and life-changing for preteens.

Safety In Ministry Spiritually Thriving Not Merely Surviving Amber Pike

Do you ever feel tired of going through the motions, doing all you can just 
to survive - just trying to make it through the next event or service? When 
you embrace the truth that as believers, you are made to thrive, your 
mindset changes, allowing God to grow your life and ministry in ways 
you've never imagined.

Special Needs Ministry How To Make The Gospel Come Alive Tactilely And Audibly Judy Redlich

This workshop includes creative ways to reach children with or without 
visual impairments who learn better through tactile or audible methods. 
You'll receive tips for adapting games, crafts, and children’s Bible 
lessons, as well as ideas for helping all children learn, socialize, and feel 
included no matter their ability.

Spiritual Formation Developing Meaningful And Influential Conversations With Your 
Kids Ron Hunter

The biggest missing element in discipleship is heartfelt conversations 
between parents and kids. This session will identify 7 barriers in 
communication and provide a conversation formula that is not only easy, 
but memorable. Parents can't disciple kids without a relationship, and 
relationship can't occur without meaningful conversations.

Technology In Ministry Bridging The Gap With Parents In A Digital Age Esther Moreno
Are your parents feeling a little unplugged? Learn best practices, ideas, 
and more on how to bridge the gap of this digital age while inspiring 
parents to continue the work of the spiritual formation of their children.

The Heart Of The Nation What You Need To Know About The Kid In Kidmin Nation Ryan Frank
In this super practical session, Ryan Frank will share 3 things you 
absolutely need to know about today's kids if you're going to be an 
effective children's ministry leader.

Volunteers 2-Minute Trainers: Bite-Sized Training Tips For Small Group 
Leaders David Rausch

Developing volunteers into dynamic small group leaders can be tough! 
Where do you find the time to train them and what do you train them on? 
This workshop tackles both of those challenges by giving you small 
group leading tips that you can implement in 2 minutes or less.

Worship Writing That Groovy New Kids' Song! Simon Parry

Are you often looking for a new kids' worship song? We'll look at kids' 
worship songwriting... putting together a song, how to write with others, 
melody ideas, and have a big slice of fun. With experience of writing with 
many other people and seeing songs birthed in some crazy ways, we'll 
look at how we can raise up new kids' and adult songwriters to create fun 
and fresh new songs for kids' worship.
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Friday, October 9 at 1:40 Eastern
Community Outreach Special Events And Outreach Eric Hamp

Sometimes we need to use the right "bait' to go fishing for boys and girls 
in our community and to keep the ones we have. You'll come away with 
tons of great ideas and resources you can implement now to spice up 
your weekly ministry or present something new.

Creative Teaching Secrets Of Effective Kid Communicators Karl Bastian

What is the difference between a teacher and a communicator? A 
teacher can change minds, but a communicator can change hearts. 
Learn the subtle secrets of what gives some teachers that extra edge of 
effectiveness when they teach. Learn how to engage and inspire those 
you influence. Develop some often overlooked skills that will give your 
teaching extra impact!

Curriculum Blueprint Kidminnovation Brian Dollar Learn how to discover and develop that innovator living inside you. Learn 
practical tips for creativity, writing, and curriculum development.

Early Childhood Ministry 5 Keys To Teaching Preschoolers During Uncertain Times London Hester
Receive simple tips and resources to help church leaders minister to 
preschoolers in times of unrest (such as COVID-19 and social injustice) 
and equip families to continue crucial conversations at home.

Family Ministry Here Come Gen Alpha And Gen Z Kal Otis

Gen Z & Gen Alpha face new and unprecedented challenges. We must 
make a shift in how we shape their faith journey using timeless biblical 
truths while engaging in new approaches. Discover creative ways to 
minister to them based on what defines them.

Generational Discipleship Generating Disciples Michelle and Michael Bowen

You are more than a program director. You are a shepherd of ministry! 
Discover how to develop parents as ministry leaders of their homes. 
Engage children in multi-generational worship, prayer, and Scripture 
teaching in the corporate church setting. Explore ways families can 
impact their communities with the Gospel.

Hot Topics Raising Generational Champions Jonathan Banks Guaranteeing Spiritual, Academic, and Family Success in Kids

Kidmin In The Small Church Doing Kidmin In A Small Church Jack Henry
Ministry is ministry no matter what size church you're in. But how can we 
overcome certain feelings and barriers in a smaller church environment? 
The answers will not only surprise you, but help you!

Kidmin Rookies KidMin: What To Expect When You're Beginning Rachel Price

New to kids' ministry? You will realize very quickly there's a lot more to 
this than eating Goldfish and watching Veggie Tales. From delegation to 
developing leaders, learn some practical tips to help you survive and 
thrive in the early years of ministry.

Leadership In Ministry Yes I'm Called, But It's Complicated Charles Westmoreland
What does it mean to be called? Do I have to be perfect to be called? 
Can I be called to more than one thing? How do I know I'm called? What 
happens if I don't answer the call? Yes, I'm called, but it's complicated!

Longevity In Ministry 7 Strategies Of Staying Power Tina Houser

There are some strategies, NOT secrets, to 33 years as a full-time 
children's pastor, and presently volunteering to lead an energetic kidmin 
team in a thriving smaller church, while continuing to invest in children's 
ministry at large. We're going to address 7 strategies that are extremely 
important for staying the course, remaining for the long haul, having 
longevity in ministry. I want you planted firmly in kidmin for years and 
years to come!

Multisite Ministry One Church. Multiple Locations. Derek Jones

Everyone is united during the launch, but what happens next? How do 
you maintain the vision for unity when you’re working miles apart? How 
do you function as a team when you have solid line and dotted line direct 
reports? With a focus on maintaining a unified church in a multisite world, 
let's look at some of the lessons learned and challenges we face.
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Preteen Ministry Helping Preteens Overcome Anxiety And Depression Dannah Gresh

For 15 years we have witnessed hockey stick growth in anxiety and 
depression among children. The average child aged 9-17 scores as high 
on anxiety scales as those admitted for in-patient psychiatric treatment in 
the 1950s. Though it's now considered "normal", suicide has become the 
second leading cause of death for 15- to 29-year-olds. Dannah Gresh 
shares ways to reduce the risk in homes and in the entire generation.

Safety In Ministry Safety In Ministry Ryan Carter
What areas of safety need to be improved in your ministry? What are the 
latest trends in security and how can your church close the gaps in your 
protection policies?

Special Needs Ministry Get The 411 On Starting A Special Needs Ministry Stephen "Doc" Hunsley

Has God called you to start a special needs ministry at your church, but 
you don't know where to begin? Whether you're a small church or a large 
one, this workshop will answer the questions of how, what, and why. 
Learn different classroom environments, types of behaviors, engaging 
and partnering with church staff and community organizations, and 
helping your church become an inclusive place for those with special 
needs. You can do it!

Spiritual Formation Is Today’s Children’s Ministry Preparing Kids For A Secular 
Culture? Matt Markins

In recent years the environment in the United States has shifted 
significantly. There is increased hostility, heightened velocity of mobile 
technology, expanding boundaries of human sexuality, the 
marginalization of the Christian perspective, and so much more. Who is 
caught in the middle of this vortex of secular change? Our kids, 
grandkids, and the young people in our community. Many are wondering, 
“Are we giving kids lesser things that will not travel with them into their 
adult lives?” In this session, we'll discuss three factors known to prepare 
kids to thrive in their faith in the face of a secular culture.

Technology In Ministry Hacks On How To Win With Your Kidmin Social Media Corey Jones

When you visit a restaurant, do you check their social media before 
walking through the door? Families in your area are searching for your 
kids' ministry. Are they enticed by what they see? Let’s work together to 
make you kidmin social media stand out!

The Heart Of The Nation Adopting New Leadership Paradigms Martijn van Tilborgh

Different results require new leadership paradigms. If we’re going to be 
all that we can be, we need to adopt new ways of leading those who are 
given to us. Discover how your leadership mindset will either limit or 
expand your capacity.

Volunteers PIE Your Volunteers In The Face: Effective Volunteer Training Brittany Nelson

It’s not enough to recruit a rock star team of volunteers. We have to train 
them too! Effective volunteer training will prepare, inspire, and equip your 
team for success. This breakout session will cover practical ideas for 
implementing those strategies in a variety of training settings.

Worship The Shepherding Heart Of A Worship Leader Yancy

Leading worship is not about singing songs and doing motions. It's about 
helping others engage with the Lord. Taking a look at the Word of God 
and characteristics of a shepherd, Yancy will coach you in how to not just 
make songs happen in the classroom, but instead lead and point kids to 
the presence of God through worship.


